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Chapter 4

Single Image Dehazing with deep

neural networks 3

ABSTRACT

The rapid growth in computer vision applications that are a↵ected by environmental conditions chal-

lenge the limitations of existing techniques. This is driving the development of new deep learning based

vision techniques that are robust to environmental noise and interference. We propose a novel deep

CNN model, which is trained from unmatched images for the purpose of image dehazing. This solution

is enabled by the concept of the Siamese network architecture. Using object performance measures of

image PSNR and SSIM we are able to demonstrate a quantitative and qualitative improvement in

the network dehazing performance. This superior performance is achieved with significantly smaller

training datasets than existing methods.

4.1 Introduction

Computer vision is fast becoming a ubiquitous technology serving many areas of modern technology.

While current applications have benefited from the availability of high quality imagery, industries

such as driverless vehicles and outdoor surveillance which adopt computer vision require systems that

deal with poor quality data and sensor degradations due to environmental conditions are becoming

mandatory.

The current literature on single image dehazing relies on an atmospheric scatter model proposed by

[56] in order to determine how the observed light from an image subject is attenuated by atmospheric

conditions. The model can be summarised by Equation 4.1:

I = J.t+A(1� t) (4.1)

3This chapter is based on the publication ”Single Image Dehazing with deep neural networks” by Cameron Hodges,
Mohammed Bennamoun and Hossein Rahmani in Pattern Recognition Letters, Pages 70-77, Volume 128, 1 Dec 2019.
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CHAPTER 4. SINGLE IMAGE DEHAZING WITH DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS

Figure 4.1: Examples Typical of a Self Driving Vehicle Application, Original (top) and Dehazed
using our method (bottom)

In this model the observed scene, represented as I is composed of two elements. The clear image J

that has been attenuated by aerosols in the air; the attenuating e↵ect is described by the transmission

map t. In addition to this there is the light in the scene that is scattered, this is described by A which

is known as the global atmospheric light multiplied by (1� t). In areas of the image where haze is

heavy, the transmission map is close to 0. This almost entirely attenuates the clear image J and the

scattered light A(1� t) is approximately equal to A, which returns almost no information about the

clear image.

While this process is simple in concept, its implementation using single images is very problematic.

The major challenge is to estimate the transmission map from the hazy image. Previously, this was

through conventional computer vision methods such as dark channel [40] or other manual heuristics

[18]. While those methods have demonstrated to be e↵ective, due to the non-linear complex nature of

haze it is di�cult to make further improvements with conventional techniques alone. Therefore, newer

research is turning to machine/deep learning techniques. Current machine learning based methods can

be considered in two broad categories.

The majority rely on having matched training data, including images of both clear and hazy views

of the exact same scene [16] [69] [101] [105]. This is a significant limitation as this type of dataset is

di�cult to obtain. This makes it a challenge to create a model that generalises to many situations.

While there is an emerging body of work considering methods that don’t rely on matched data [91] [29],

the current implementations of this approach are still significantly limited by slow dehazing speeds and

di�culty in recovering fine details.

Considering these challenges we have proposed a new approach which fits this later category and is

intended to create an independent measure of haze in an image in order to drive the machine learning

process. A consistent challenge of machine learning is to create suitable training data sets. In light

of this challenge, the improved characteristic of our method is the use of unmatched training images,

which instead of attempting to solve directly this challenge we circumvent it entirely. We have based

our method on a two-network structure, a dehazing network and a discriminator network. This enables
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a novel fine tuning process, which is a particularly important contribution as it allows our method to

achieve results comparable or exceeding the state-of-the-art performance with a significantly smaller

data set. Our method is trained using a set of 6,133 foggy images and 5,968 clear images, in comparison

to AOD-Net [60] which uses a training set of 27,256 images or in the case of [91] which uses 1,000,000

image patches.

We will discuss the current state-of-the-art methods in the area of single image dehazing, Siamese

networks and Deep Learning, that are foundational for our work, in section 4.2. We will then detail

our proposed solution in Section 4.3 and the supporting datasets are detailed in Section 4.4. The final

implementation, training methodology and the demonstrated results will be detailed in Sections 4.5,

4.6 and 4.7, respectively.

4.2 Related Work

This work builds on a number of core techniques from existing computer vision and ML literature.

This includes Siamese network architectures and Convolutional Neural Networks.

The fundamental concept underpinning Siamese Networks was first demonstrated in [15] for the

problem of customer signature verification. In this work, a customer’s signature is fed to a network

along with a reference signature to determine whether it is genuine or a forgery. With the proposed

neural network architecture composed of two identical networks that are linked by a shared set of

weights, the authors in [15] demonstrate a methodology for extracting learned features from input data

and outputting a metric of similarity between the two signatures. In this case the specific similarity

metric used was the cosine between the extracted feature vectors. The true value of this technique is

in its ability to determine the similarity between two unlike samples based on learned features, without

having to classify these into discrete classes. Since then, this property of Siamese networks has been

utilised by many researchers to approach verification problems including signature verification [15],

pedestrian re-identification [26], and data dimension reduction [36].

In the field of deep learning, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been of great interest for

decades now. While the fundamental techniques, as laid out in [59] and [58] have existed since the

1980’s, it has only recently entered broad use. This is driven by the arrival of cost e↵ective GPUs,

methods to support training of deeper network architectures and large datasets that the real value of

this ML technique has been realised. The majority of the current research can be traced to [57] and be

seen as the turning point for this area of work.

In the specific area of single image dehazing, research methods have predominately focused on

analytical methods to dehaze and filter images. A method known as Dark Channel Prior has become a

foundation of the current accepted methods [40] [71] to resolve a transmission map t of haze within a

given image. These methods have proven to be an e↵ective starting point but have several limitations.

High contrast surfaces such as white objects in the scene or a bright sky are seen as haze by the DCP

method. For example, [19] attempt to improve the performance of these methods with an optimised

recovery of J to achieve a more accurate result for high textured image patches. The work in [13]

demonstrates an alternative analytical approach in which the colour relationships between clusters
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CHAPTER 4. SINGLE IMAGE DEHAZING WITH DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS

pixels are used to resolve the original unhazed image.

The works in [16] [101] [60] [103] demonstrate that deep learning could be an e↵ective platform

for the development of dehazing techniques. The hierarchical nature of the CNN architecture allows

for the extraction of haze relevant features. This provided a number of key improvements. Deep

learning methods proved a more versatile solution in a wide variety of image types, scene distances

and lightening, as well as an improvement in processing speeds. Additionally in the case of [103], Deep

Learning also allows the inclusion of priors. For this reason, they have become the accepted standard

for all new dehazing methods. Work in [16] demonstrated a method for using a CNN based architecture

with a supervised training approach. The authors use the CNN to generate transmission map values

for image patches taken directly from the hazy image. Our work uses this as a building block to create

an end-to-end solution that allows fine tuning of the model with a relatively small training dataset.

Our discriminator is following a similar structure as WaterGan [62], which uses a Siamese network

based discriminator to generate realistic synthetic training data for a training pipeline. Although we

have a significant distinction. In our proposed method, we use the output of the Siamese network

(discriminator) as a direct training signal during the dehazing process, which consequently increases

the performance of the dehazing network in a single process. This is a departure from previous work,

which have used the discriminator output to e↵ectively exclude or keep already generated images to

form a dataset for a later training process. We are broadly di↵erentiated from Generative Adversarial

Networks such as [63] and [29] as we are attempting to use a determinative model [56] to recover pixel

based information from the source image as opposed to generating new data from learned parameters.

In addition to removal of as much haze as possible from images we also aim to maintain two other

critical characteristics, this being process speed and retention of fine detail. When comparing our

method to Generative methods such as [29] while in some cases the GAN based method removes more

haze it is not able to return fine detail that an atmospheric scatter model based method can. This can

be seen in Figure 4.2.

Work shown by [91] demonstrates an alternative method for training with unmatched data. The

authors propose a new network layer for sorting convolutional layers ,know as a ranking layer, during

training, the network is then trained initially as in image classifier to allow for the recovery of image

detail without matched clear images. While this method shows promise it is limited in its processing

speed. We have aimed to produce a network with high speed performance. For this we have also chosen

to use all convolutional layers and simple patched approach to creating the full image transmission

map. This is significantly quicker to dehaze the complete image when compared to the Random-Forest

Regression method used in [91]. Although at this time source code for [91] is not available for direct

comparison.

4.3 Proposed Solution

To address the limitations of the current literature, we create a learning based architecture that is

built on two separate networks: a dehazing network and a discriminator network. The function of this

structure is to create an objective measure of the performance of the dehazing model, which can be

used to fine tune its weights and improve performance. This approach of training a neural network

without matching ground truth data is considered as the main contribution of this work.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of fine detailed returned in the dehazing process. Left: Our Proposed Model;
Right: CycleDehaze [29]. Our model is able to dehaze the source image while maintaining color
accuracy and fine detail.

“The dehazing network takes an input image of 380x620 pixels and first reshapes it into 589 patches

(20x20x3) and estimates the transmission map (single value) for each patch. This transmission map

and the estimated atmospheric light value (constant for the entire image) are then used to solve for J in

Equation 4.1. Each dehazed patch is then used to reform the full image to be fed to the discriminator

network.”

The architecture of our dehazing network is based on the architecture in [16]. This network is

initially trained as a supervised model using synthetic data to produce coarse weights.

The second network, which forms the architecture, is a discriminator network. Due to the lack

of hazy image data with matching clear ground truth images, there is a need for an approach which

allows for the detection and quantification of haze in an image that is independent of the image scene.

In order to achieve this invariant determination, we are proposing a generalised network design

shown in Figure 4.3. This structure is intended to allow the network to learn to di↵erentiate between

images based on whether they are hazy or clear even if their content is not matching.

The two sub networks (CNN1 and CNN2) in Figure 4.3 are of an identical structure and share

common weights and biases. When fed with image pairs of 380x620x3, this allows for the extraction

and similarity comparison of only the features that describe the haze in the image. Later, when paired

with the dehazing network, this allows the deep network optimiser to determine how well an image

was dehazed, and therefore fine tune to improve the performance of the dehazing network.

Once the two sub networks are trained individually using supervised datasets, they are combined

and fine tuned to improve the performance of the dehazing network. Pairs of images from di↵erent

scenes are fed into the network in the following manner. A hazy image is fed to the dehazing network,

while a known clean image is fed to one of the inputs of the discriminator network. This can be seen in

Figure 4.4.

The intention here is for the discriminator network to measure how similar the dehazing network

output is to a known clean image, with respect to the haze relevant features. If the dehazing network

performs well and produces a dehazed image, then the output of the discriminator will be very low.

This methodology allows a training improvement of the dehazing network to be driven by the output

of the network loss curve.
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Figure 4.3: Discriminator Block Diagram of the training configuration. Each training pair consists of
two complete images and a label based on logic in Section 4.4

Figure 4.4: Complete Network Block Diagram of the training configuration. Each hazy image is
reshaped into 589 patches (380x620 image), the patches are then dehazed before being reformed into a
complete image. This dehazed complete image is then sent to the discriminator with an unmatch clear
image.
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4.4 Datasets

As with all ML based research, finding suitable datasets is an immense challenge. In order to overcome

this, we have drawn data from a variety of sources. The breakdown of our datasets is from the following

sources:

1. Google Image search (Key words: Haze, Fog, Smog, city streets)

2. Kitti Driving Dataset (Including Matching Lidar Scans) [96]

3. Mapillary Academic Dataset [72]

4. Middlebury Stereo Image Dataset [87]

5. Dashboard Camera Footage of Foggy Driving

6. RESIDE hazy data set [61]

7. NTIRE 2018 Challenge Dataset [11]

In order to create a dataset for training, validation, and testing, we needed to collect a large number

of images. Considering the applications of the technology, we focused on collecting images that are

typical of a self driving vehicle application that were both clear and hazy. Unfortunately foggy/hazy

images taken from vehicle mounted cameras are di�cult to find. Therefore, we have supplemented the

dataset with a large number of synthetically produced images. The datasets were used in the following

way.

4.4.1 Dataset for Pre-training the Dehazing network:

22 sample depth maps were taken from the Middlebury Stereo Image Dataset [87] and scaled to 600 x

600 pixels. They were then broken into 19,200 20x20 pixel depth patches and applied to city street

scape type images from Google searches to produce 148,500 unique 20x20x3 hazy image patches. These

patches were then divided up on a 60-20-20 basis to produce training, validation and testing sets of

89,100, 29,700 and 29,700 patches, respectively. Each patch was given a label of a single value equal to

the mean transmission map value derived from the depth map that was used to create it.

4.4.2 Dataset for Pre-training the Discriminator network:

The dataset for pre-training was built up based on a variety of data sources.

1. Clear (Total 5968 Images)

• 763 Images from Google searches (keywords City streets, clear weather city streets)

• 5205 Images from Mapillary Self Driving Dataset [72]

2. Haze (Total 5968 Images)

• 971 Images from Google Searches (Keywords Fog, Smog, City Haze)
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• 4400 Synthetic haze images created with clean images from the Kitti dataset (none of the

base clean images appear in the clean dataset) [96]

• 597 Images taken from foggy driving Youtube videos.

These images are randomised and then pairs of images are drawn from them. The label for each

pair is based on whether the image classes match (hazy or clear). The logic for the label of pairs is as

follows:

Image Pair Combination Label

Hazy - Hazy 1

Hazy - Clear 0

Clear - Hazy 0

Clear - Clear 1

An important characteristic of this is that the pairs are of unrelated scenes and randomised, the

only factor considered is whether the image is considered hazy or clear.

4.4.3 Dataset for Testing and Performance Assessment:

Our final testing was conducted using three separate datasets.The RESIDE/SOTS dataset [61] con-

taining 500 outdoor synthetic fog images and the NTIRE 2018 Challenge Dataset [11],containing 5

images, provide an ideal dataset for the final testing. The inclusion of matching clear and hazy images

allows for a direct quantitative analysis of the dehazing performance. Following this we used the

RESIDE/RTTS dataset which include real world hazy images with object annotations for testing the

e↵ects of haze on Object Detection models.

4.5 Implementation

The network was implemented in Tensorflow [8] with GPU support and trained using a Nvidia Geforce

1080 Ti GPU. The complete network can be considered in its dehazing network and discriminator

network components.

4.5.1 Dehazing Network Architecture

The CNN implementation for the dehazing network must extract haze relevant features from the input

images. This has to be in a manner that is invariant to the subject matter and then map these features

to a transmission map value. The work in [16] is particularly relevant for this application for a number

of reasons.

The use of parallel Convolutional layers of di↵erent filter sizes is ideal for the extraction of features

that appear at varying scales in the input image. This is a unique requirement of hazy image processing.

The network design takes the images patches and feeds them through a number of Convolutional layers

to extract haze relevant features. The network’s distinctive use of parallel Convolutional layers is

ideally suited to extract features that can appear on a variety of scales within the target image. In

addition to this, the use of an activation layer called BReLU proposed by the authors of [16] creates a

more consistent output of transmission values. This layer is built on the common ReLU activation
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with an additional upper limit which truncates the output to a range of 0 to 1. Figure 4.5 shows the

detailed architecture of the dehazing network. The weights for all layers were randomly initialised with

a µ = 0 and � = 0.1. While the bias values were set to 0.

Figure 4.5: Dehazing Network Detailed Architecture

4.5.2 Discriminator Network Architecture

The implementation of the discriminator network is based around two identical Convolutional neural

networks, which share a common set of weights and biases. The detailed structure of each CNN is

shown in Figure 4.6 and is similar in layer structure to [62]. This structure outputs a feature vector of

size 64x1 from each side of the Siamese network. These feature vectors are then compared using a

similarity module. For this work, we have chosen a Euclidean distance measure for this process. While

previous work e.g., [26] has shown that more complex approaches, such as a second order similarity

function, can perform better, they on the other hand introduce additional complexity. These methods

require an additional set of parameters which need to be learned. In contrast, the Euclidean distance

is simple to implement and computationally e�cient. The similarity function of two feature vectors x1

and x2 is given in Equation 4.2 where vectors the are of size 64 x 1.

s(x1,x2) =

r
1

64

X
[x1 � x2]

2 (4.2)

The weights of all layers were randomly initialised with a µ = 0 and � = 0.03. While the biases

values were set to 0.
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Figure 4.6: Discriminator Network Detailed Architecture
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4.5.3 Complete Network Architecture

Once the two networks (Sec. 4.5.1 and Sec. 4.5.2) are successful implemented, they are combined to

form a complete end-to-end architecture, shown in Figure 4.7. In order to improve the e�ciency of

the batch training the dehazing network was repeated to form 32 parallel networks which allow the

training of batches of 32 images. This can be seen in Figure 4.7. Initial testing found that as the entire

image is dehazed in patches of 20x20 pixels, it resulted in an artifacted appearance in the final image.

To resolve this, we applied a guided filter [41] to the transmission map before it is used to resolve J .

Figure 4.7: 32 parallel networks allow for batch training during end-to-end training, each network
processes 589 patches.

4.6 Training Methodology and Performance

As per the model implementation, the training of the model is carried out in three distinct phases;

Dehazing network Pre-training (Sec. 4.6.1), Discriminator network Pre-training (Sec. 4.6.2), and fine

tuning of the complete network (Sec. 4.6.3).

4.6.1 Dehazing Network Pre-Training

In order to pre train the dehazing network, we use the supervised dataset described in Section 4.4.

20x20x3 pixel patches are fed into the network in batches of 32 at a time. A mean squared error cost

function and Adam Optimizer [54] are used to train the network. For each training example the input

patch is fed into the CNN which outputs a single value for the predicted transmission map value, this

is compared to the known value for that example.

Once trained, the network weights are suitable for determining the transmission map value for the

given image patch to an accuracy comparable with the existing literature [16]. This provides a suitable

starting point to move to the fine tuning using the complete network architecture.
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4.6.2 Discriminator Network Pre-Training

In order to facilitate the fine tuning of the dehazing network, the discriminator network (Figure 4.6)

needs to be trained to allow it to assess complete images for their level of haze. This was achieved

through a supervised learning process. Training images of size 380x620x3 from unrelated scenes are fed

to the network in pairs with a label of either 1 or 0, specifying if the pairs are matching or contrasting,

respectively. We have used a contrastive loss with a spring function as (described in [36]), as shown in

Equation 4.3. The model weights are optimised using the Adam Optimizer [54] with batches of 128

pairs at a time.

loss =
1

128

X
y ⇥ y2pred + (1� y)⇥max(0, (1� ypred))

2 (4.3)

4.6.3 Fine Tuning of the Complete Network

Once the dehazing network has reached the performance benchmarks set by the existing literature, the

training process moves to a fine tuning stage.

For this stage we attempted two alternative training methods:

4.6.4 Training Method 1 (Hazy Pairs)

This method focused on increasing the contrast between training images. 3000 images pairs were fed

into the network where both images in the pair were hazy. As the dehazing network dehazes one of the

images in the pair, the discriminator loss should increase to indicate that haze in the image is being

removed and the contrast between the dehazed image and the original hazy image is increasing.

4.6.5 Training Method 2 (Hazy-Clear)

For this method, 9920 training pairs are randomly drawn from the discriminator dataset (listed in

Section 4.4), where the first image in each pair is known to be a hazy image and the second image is a

known clear image. In this case as the dehazing network removes haze from the known hazy image the

output will become closer to the known clear image. Therefore the discriminator output will decrease.

In both training methods the weights learned during the pre-training process are loaded as a

starting point. The network is then trained on these pairs in batches of 32 pairs at a time. Once

these pre-trained weights are loaded, the discriminator weights and the first Convolutional layer of

the dehazing network are fixed, leaving only the remaining dehazing weights to be further updated.

An Adam Optimizor [54] is used to reduce the mean output of the discriminator for each batch by

adjusting the dehazing network weights through back propagation.

4.7 Results

In order to demonstrate the proof of our concept, we focused on demonstrating the success of each

sub-network, as well as the end-to-end architecture. The first milestone of this work was to demonstrate

that a CNN could e↵ectively assess the level of haze within an image in a manner that is invariant

to the image background, lighting or pose. It was found from the training and validation results
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of the discriminator network that this was possible. The decreasing of both the training loss and

the validation loss confirm that the network is correctly determining whether pairs are matching or

contrasting with respect to the presence of haze. This determination was made with an accuracy of

95% after 77 training epochs.

The dehazing network architecture is based on the architecture in [16], which demonstrates its

e↵ectiveness. We replicated this work and achieved an equivalent performance. The linear clustering of

the data points indicates that the predicted transmission map value correlates with the true value for

the test dataset described in Section 4.4. The mean square error of our predicted values from the test

dataset was 1.9⇥ 10�3. While this final MSE performance is an improvement on [16], it is di�cult to

make a direct comparison as we were not able to test on an identical dataset. A more important result

was to demonstrate the viability of the fine tuning methodology. The end-to-end network performance

for each training method are as follows:

4.7.1 Training Method 1 (Hazy Pairs) Vs Training Method 2 (Hazy-Clear Pairs)

This method was considered a failure. While we believe this would prove to be an e↵ective way to

train the network it was found that while the loss decreased rapidly, the actual image output becomes

a completely black scene. This black output image had a high measure contrast with the hazy image

but it was a completely undesirable outcome. This result is important to the concept development

as it further demonstrates that the dehazing network performance can be driven e↵ectively by the

discriminator network.

In the results of the training method 2 the discriminator loss decreased at significantly slower rate

than seen in method 1 although the image quality improved as an outcome of training. We can be

confident in the connection between discriminator loss and the actual dehazing performance on the

results of our pre-training.

4.7.2 Process Speed

While the availability of high speed GPU based operation of Neural Network greating improves the speed

of DL based function, these processing resources are not always available in the end use application.

Despite the comparative slow computing times for parallel networks our work places this entire burden

on the training stage. Therefore our final dehazing network is still able to process a 380x620 pixel

image in approximately 0.5 seconds using a Intel i7 Laptop CPU, while not all comparitive authors

made their source code available for testing we were able to demonstrate the performance of our model

again several alternatives. Results are seen in Table 4.1

4.7.3 Comparative testing

Further to these training results, comparative testing of our method using Structural Similarity Index

(SSIM) [100] and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio were conducted. These objective metrics applied to
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Table 4.1: Time to dehaze a Single 380 x 620 Image

Time (Seconds)
Our Model 0.5
Cycledehaze [29] 3.12
AOD-Net [60] 0.49
Zhang [105] 7.09

Figure 4.8: Dehazing Progress: Sample Images taken from the RESIDE dataset, Original Haze Image
(Left Lower), Ground truth (Left Upper), Dehazed with Coarse Weights (Right Upper) Dehazed with
Fine Tuned Weights (Right Lower)
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two hazy image datasets, firstly the RESIDE Dataset [61] and then to the NTIRE Dehazing 2018

Challenge Dataset [11]. The results are shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, respectively. The results

on the RESIDE dataset [61] show a superior performance to existing state-of-art methods. The use

of unmatched true clear images in our method allows the training process to produce more natural

appearing dehazed images. Following this we aimed to test how well our model transferred to new

datasets. We tested our trained model on the test set of the NTIRE 2018 Dataset without doing any

training on the NTIRE training set. The results are shown in Table 4.3. Our proposed method ranked

5 out of 17 for the indoor dataset and 12 out of 18 submissions for the Outdoor dataset. We did not

produce competitive PSNR results; this is due to dense haze in this dataset, possibly indicating some

amount of over fitting of our model to lighter haze conditions. It is also important to note that our

proposed method is designed to train an image dehazing model which does not need the images of

both clear and hazy views of the exact same scene during training phase. Thus, the comparison with

the submitted works to the NTIRE 2018 Dehazing Challenge is not fair as they heavily rely on having

matched training data, including images of both clear and hazy views of the exact same scene.

4.7.4 Coarse Weights vs Fine Tuned Model

Prior to testing our fine tuned model we carried out additional testing of our course weights in the

model. These coarse weigths are determined in a similar supervised manner to [16] and [105]. The

results seen in Table 4.2 and images in Figure 4.8 show a quantifiable improvement in the performance

of the model when fine tuned with the Siamese network based discriminator. This demonstrates a key

element of our work.

4.7.5 Dehazing in Object Detection

In order to further evaluate our proposed dehazing method, we looked at the end use applications of

Single Image Dehazing. For purposes of demonstrating the improvement that our fine tuning process

produced, we applied a pre-trained Object Detection model to our original hazy images, images dehazed

with our coarse weights and images dehazed with our final fine tuned model. For this testing we chose

the Single-Shot Detection mobilenet V1 [45] trained on the COCO Image dataset [66], as it is a typical

model that would be used in a light weight surveillance or real time detection application. The results

as seen in Table 4.4 show a significant improvement of the performance (Mean-Average Precision) of

the detection model when hazy images are first dehazed using a dehazing algorithm. Secondly it shows

that our fine tuned model achieves the highest performance.

4.8 Conclusion

We have presented an end-to-end method for the fine tuning of a neural network based on unmatched

training data in the context of single image dehazing. The results demonstrate that the Siamese

network architecture can be used to compare unmatched images in order to learn haze relevant features

that are invariant to a number of image variable eg. scene, lightening and pose. The quantitative results

in section 4.7 show a significant improvement when compared to existing methods found in academic

literature. While this work was successful as a proof of concept and shows great potential, there are
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Results compared to existing literature

Table 4.2: Comparison to existing methods on SOTS/RESIDE Dataset published in [61]

SSIM PSNR
DCP [40] 0.8179 16.62
GRM [19] 0.8553 18.86
CAP [69] 0.8364 19.05
Dehazenet [16] 0.8472 21.14
MSCNN [101] 0.8102 17.57
AOD-Net [60] 0.8504 19.06

Our Method - Coarse Weights 0.8518 24.499
Our Method - Fine Tuned Weights 0.8564 24.7645

Table 4.3: Comparison of our work to the Top 5 submissions to the NTIRE 2018 Dehazing Challenge
[11], Team results from [11]

Outdoor Dataset SSIM PSNR
BJTU Team 0.777 24.598
KAIST-VICLAB team 0.687 24.232
Scarlet Knights Team 0.775 24.029
FKS Team 0.775 23.877
Dq-hisfriends Team 0.77 23.207
Our Method - Fine Tuned Weights 0.693 17.664

Indoor Dataset SSIM PSNR
Scarlet Knights Team 0.881 24.973
FKS Team 0.864 22.909
BJTU Team 0.857 22.866
KAIST-VICLAB team 0.852 22.421
Ranjanisi team 0.751 20.911
Our Method - Fine Tuned Weights 0.78 16.07

Dehazing e↵ects on Object Detection

Table 4.4: COCO MAP performance on select images from RTTS dataset [61]

COCO Map [23]
Original Hazy Images 21.74
Cycledehaze [29] 20.17
AOD-Net [60] 21.60
Dehazenet [16] 24.04

Our Method - Coarse Weights 23.40
Our Method - Fine Tuned Weights 24.73
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Figure 4.9: Dehazing process demonstrates an increase in object detection performance. Detection
confidence scores improve and a fourth car is detected that was missed in the original image

two areas of further development. Research into single image dehazing often employs subjective testing

by human observers. This method of assessment allows people to rank dehazed images in order to

determine the e↵ectiveness of the dehazing methods. Our work did not have the resources required to

use this type of methodology but it could be used in the future to complement the SSIM and PSNR

measure.
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Ground Truth - Hazy Image

Dehazenet [16] - AOD-Net [60]

Zhang [105] - Our Model

Figure 4.10: Dehazing Examples: Example from Real-World Task-Driven Test Set (RTTS) [61]
dehazed with multiple methods. This is especially evident around the roof and flags which show less
hazy and more fine detail than comparative methods
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Original Image - Ground Truth - CycleDehaze [29] - Zhang [105] - AOD-Net [60] - Ours

Figure 4.11: Additional Examples from the RESIDE [61] dataset that has been dehazed with multiple
methods.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of my research consists of in three major components. Firstly a review of the current state

of technologies that enable the development of fully driverless vehicles. This covers a broad range

of functions within the vehicle driving task including, Positioning, Obstacle Detection and Vehicle

Control. In these three areas I demonstrated the potential improvements to be made through the

application of deep learning technologies. Although these improvements have proven valuable they

also face significant challenges to their wider adoption. The use of complex multi-layered deep learning

models produced non-deterministic systems which become a significant challenge to validate and test.

A key milestone that must be reached, if these types of systems are to become common in safety critical

applications, is the development of new approaches to validation and standards for certification for

these types of models.

Secondly, I consider the specific task of object detection in complex hazy environments. Whilst the area

of machine vision and more specifically object detection has attracted significant focus, the majority of

research has focused on clear images in ideal conditions. This does not always transfer, in a predictable

way, to real world conditions that include haze. Therefore, I completed a comprehensive qualitative

analysis of object detection methods to determine their robustness to atmospheric haze. This analysis

included the use of multiple metrics to determine the strengths and weaknesses of object detection

methods in hazy environments. Including the individual consideration of the rate of False Positives,

False Negatives and localisation performance. Although, this research also considered the failure of

CNN based architectures to fully model the uncertainty in predictions. These models, due to their

use of vectors of single weight parameters, can only return a single prediction for any given input. By

contrast, Bayesian neural networks show an alternative path for future research in which models are

formed using a vector of distributions of parameters allowing the return of a distribution of predictions,

from which a true confidence can be determined.

Finally, despite the ability of object detection models to adapt to low intensity haze almost all models

fail to perform adequately when faced with intense haze. Therefore, I explored a novel method for

single image dehazing in which a pipeline of two deep neural networks is used to fine tune the model

parameters to achieve state-of-the-art performance on image dehazing. This method was of particular

interest as it relied upon unmatched input images which is a significant advantage over the bulk of

existing methods. I was able to produce state-of-the-art performance using a much smaller dataset

than comparable models. The aim of my research is to begin at a high level overview of the existing
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technologies, progress to a technical review of deep learning vision techniques and then finally dive deep

into the development of a new enabling technique for driverless vehicles, this being the development of

a novel dehazing technique. This top down approach has provided two key advantages for my research.

Firstly, I was able to develop new techniques that are valuable in the wider context of an autonomous

vehicle system in which no single component exists in isolation. Secondly, I was able to benefit from

ideas and technologies transfer from related technologies in autonomous vehicles as well as adjacent

machine vision disciplines. These three major research components are critical in presenting a road

map from existing technologies to a state of development that would allow for driverless vehicles to

be a reality. From this point future work could provide the most value by focusing on where existing

research has fell short of meeting the needs of real world engineering problems. Specifically focusing on

the development of new machine vision techniques and datasets that are designed for robustness to

real world conditions will become increasingly valuable as this technology progresses.
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